Zebrafish mosaic eyes is a novel FERM protein required for retinal lamination and retinal pigmented epithelial tight junction formation.
Polarization is a common feature of many types of cells, and we are beginning to understand how cells become polarized. The role of cell polarity in development and tissue morphogenesis, however, is much less well understood. Our previous analysis of the mosaic eyes (moe) mutations revealed that moe is required for retinal lamination and also suggested that zebrafish moe function is required in the retinal pigmented epithelium (RPE) for the proper localization of adjacent retinal cell divisions at the apical neuroepithelial surface. To understand the function of moe in the RPE, we cloned the moe locus and show that it encodes a novel FERM (for 4.1 protein, ezrin, radixin, moesin) domain-containing protein. Expression of moe in the eye, kidney, and brain reflects phenotypes found in moe(-) mutants, including RPE and retinal lamination defects, edema, and small or absent brain ventricles. We show that moe function is required for tight junction formation in the RPE. We suggest that moe may be a necessary component of the crumbs pathway that regulates apical cell polarity and also may play a role in photoreceptor morphogenesis.